
christchurch airport

solution

Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL) is one of 
New Zealand’s major international tourism gateways, a 
top-class airport focused on innovation, customer service 
and efficiency.

With more than 3,000 parking spaces, the airport caters 
for up to 12,000-13,000 vehicles a day at peak times with 
a range of time-restricted, short-stay and long-range 
parking options supported by an online booking and 
payment system.

To improve user compliance and parking turnover, in 2013 
CIAL sought to replace its outdated and inefficient manual 
ticketing system which was recovering only a small 
percentage of tickets and could no longer access the 
Motochek vehicle registration database.

CIAL sought a fully integrated electronic ticket processing 
solution with handheld enforcement devices that would 
meet statutory requirements and which they could 
manage in-house and that would ultimately boost 
compliance and increase customer service.

client need

frogparking.com

“Innovation is one of our core values and we could see that 
Frogparking was offering the most innovative product on 
the market.”  Steve Scott, Christchurch International 
Airport Limited, Manager Ground Transport Operations

In July 2013, CIAL installed Frogparking’s cloud-based 
ticketing processing solution supported by five 
Android-based, fully customisable hand-held enforcement 
devices.

The system provides a hassle-free way to manage tickets 
through their full lifecycle. As soon as a ticket is issued on 
the easy-to-use handheld device, all information is 
instantly available for viewing by customer service staff via 
the cloud-based ticket processing system. 

And, a key advantage for CIAL is that they can access the 
web-based solution hosted by Frogparking without the 
need to make any internal infrastructural changes.

Disputes are kept to a minimum as ticketing staff can attach 
evidence including photos, video, voice media and notes 
relating to tickets, which customer service can view 
immediately ensuring customer queries are dealt with in 
real-time. 

With the system’s reporting capabilities, CIAL now has 
unprecedented insight into the behaviours of customers 
and staff, supporting decisions around efficiencies in 
management, planning and design.



outcome

Within 15 months of implementing Frogparking’s handheld 
and electronic ticket processing solution CIAL 
commissioned Frogparking to install 1,296 of its battery 
sensors across its parking asset providing parking guidance 
and enhancing enforcement activity.

The sensors provide CIAL parking users with real-time 
parking guidance linked to dynamic signage showing and 
guiding vehicles to available parks.

As well as delivering reporting data, for time-restricted 
short-stay parking areas the sensors link into the handheld 
enforcement devices automatically alerting ticket officers 
nearest the infringing vehicle and navigating them directly 
to each vehicle.

value add-on occupancy sensors
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“Our focus with parking enforcement is not to increase 
revenue through ticketing but to encourage customer 
compliance in the interests of fair use and safe and 
efficient parking that serves our customers’ needs across a 
range of products.” 

“Now, with the Frogparking solution, we have a robust 
and efficient process that is helping change customer 
expectations around compliance and allowing us to 
deliver the level of advanced and highly efficient service 
you’d expect of a world-class airport.” Steve Scott, 
Christchurch International Airport Limited, Manager 
Ground Transport Operations

For CIAL, the key benefits are:

• 

• 

• 

• 

Increased compliance – Compared the manual system 
which was recovering only around 20% of tickets, CIAL 
now has a robust and user-friendly end-to-end 
electronic ticket processing system that is helping 
change customer expectations around enforcement, 
supporting high parking turnover and excellent 
customer service.

Enforcement efficiency – Along with significant gains in 
time and processing efficiency for enforcement and 
customer service staff, the solution provides multiple 
benefits of automating workflows .

Data, data, data – Along with real-time parking 
guidance, the occupancy sensors provide data with 
reporting supporting overall management of CIAL’s 
parking throughout the facility.

Sustainable and scalable  – CIAL can continue to benefit 
from the efficient, scalable and sustainable Frogparking 
solution, with the prospect of advancing the system with 
future add-ons including the Smartphone app for paid 
parking and parking guidance throughout the facility


